Parenting Series

CDEC 1012 Positive Behavior Interventions & Support Series (8 hrs/$60/ $3 Material)

Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports (PBIS) empower parents/guardians, educators, and child care providers to create and maintain positive, productive environments and manage children’s behavior through the thoughtful use of clearly designed structures, interaction, and systems. Select ways to work with children where everyone is a winner. Create positive relationships that bolster confidence, independence, and satisfaction.

Courses include: CDEX 3057 and CDEX 3045.
57116 101 Sep 10 & Sep 24 9am-1pm S HBC 411

CDEX 3057 PBIS 101 (4 hrs/$30)

PBIS is a system that parents/guardians, educators, and child care providers can use to manage children’s behavior through the thoughtful use of clearly designed structures, interaction, and systems. Select methods that work for your family!
57117 101 Sep 10 9am-1pm S HBC 411

CDEX 3045 PBIS 102: Trouble-shooting your Specific Issues (4 hrs/$30)

Come to the table with issues and conflicts that need resolution now! Complete a survey with your specific questions so that the instructor can answer your questions.
57118 101 Sep 24 9am-1pm S HBC 411